
RCN WRITING A NURSING CV

CV writing advice for nurses and HCAs, including free Nursing CV samples, HCA The RCN Careers Service can offer
you advice and ideas on transforming.

You don't have to list absolutely everything. Core skills By planning your CV carefully you'll increase your
chances of being found by a nursing recruiter who's using a CV search. Carrying out administrative duties like
updating and maintaining patient records. Experience of using advanced hospital equipment and procedures
including administration of intravenous fluids and vitamins to patients, operating different oxygen apparatus,
electric beds and administering tube feeding pumps. Able to work on their own initiative or in support of other
healthcare professionals, whilst ensuring that at all times patient care procedures and practices are adhered to.
Mark Lester, managing director of Platinum Professional CV Writers, says student nurses should shout about
their achievements. You should always tailor this section carefully, thinking about what would be the most
relevant, most impressive or most useful to your prospective employer. Another blog I've written about how to
stand out amongst other nursing candidates will also be helpful on the CV and job hunting front - check it out
here! It will also help you to ensure that you have included the right sort of information that employers are
looking for. Tailor your application to each job Tailor your CV to the specific vacancy you are applying for,
rather than using a general CV, says Innes. Experience of looking after patients with various illness from
chronic conditions like Diabetes to acute conditions like heart attacks or stroke. Including a section like this
works really well, as you're effectively using it to grab the employer's attention early on, highlighting the
things that will be the most desirable to them, and therefore making yourself look like the best match. Make
sure your chronology is complete and fill in any gaps. Nursing Jobs. Personal qualities. Again, use the words
that you use at work to describe the activities you do. By adapting our free nursing CV sample to your own
work and training history, you will be able to achieve great results. Excellent organizational skills and having
the ability to prioritize urgent treatments. He says that although many jobs are applied for using application
forms, CVs are still essential for many vacancies in the healthcare sector. So use the words that best explain
those specialised skills.


